
2000 Japan becomes the most technologically advanced nation on Earth after the country is placed on one electronic 
network. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #6) 
 
 Some buildings built this year are still around in the year 4000 as part of the Goph levels. 
  (Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #4) 
 
2001 The last X-O Manowar class armor is forged. 
  (Rai mini-series #3) 
 
2010 The buffalo nickel becomes very valuable. 
  (Timewalker #3) 
 
2020 Armstrong is kidnapped by Harada.  Archer rescues him, but dies in the process.  Armstrong disappears. 
  (Rai #0) 
 
2022 June 10 – Erica Pierce, who has the ability to watch Solar through a pinhole warp, observes his actions.  Albert 

asks his mother why he never grows up.  Erica tells him that he will age very slowly. 
  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
2028 Ax attacks and kills Bloodshot.  He drains Bloodshot’s corpse of its nanites, also known as the Blood of Heroes. 
  (Rai #0)(Rai #31) 
 

After Ax aquires the Blood of Heroes, Toyo Harada begins searching for him.  Ax downloads a copy of himself 
into the blood in case he’s killed. 

  (Rai #32) 
 
2033 Having arrived from the year 1854, Ivar the Timewalker ends up in New Mexico.  He travels to Edison, New 

Jersey in the hope that his tachyon compass has been fixed by his friend Mac. 
  (Timewalker #2)(Editor’s Note: The caption say 1998, but the calendar on the wall says 2033.) 
 

Ivar locates instructions from his friend Mac and builds a device that summons a time arc and brings him to the 
year 1998. 

  (Timewalker #3) 
 
2042 Faith Herbert, a member of the Harbinger Resistance loses someone very close to her while fighting against 

Harada. 
  (Timewalker #6) 
 
2045 The nanite robot Proteus travels back in time to 1995 to destroy Bloodshot. 

(Editor’s Note: Bloodshot first says that Proteus is from 50 to 60 years in the future, but later he says 50 
again, so the event is placed 50 years from 1995.)(Bloodshot #30) 

 
2056 Lucinda Mendez begins training with Geoff McHenry to become the next Geomancer. 
  (Rai #0) 
 
 Kris Hathaway gives Geoff a letter to be passed down through the generations for Magnus, her son. 
  (Rai #0) 
 

Having arrived from the year 2343, Ivar the Timewalker reunites with Faith Herbert.  He convinces her that force 
is not the solution to defeating Harada.  She appears before the Senate and the Senate agrees to sanctions 
against Harada.  Ivar catches a time arc to the year 2063. 

  (Timewalker #8) 



 
Having arrived from the year 2063, Ivar the Timewalker tells Faith that her inaction would lead only to greater 
suffering.  He tells her that no matter how much he may plead with her in the future she must fight against 
Harada when he finds her in her future.  Ivar and the alternate reality Pete Stanchek catch a time arc to the year 
2900.  Faith disappears to Ladakh and waits for Ivar’s return. 

  (Timewalker #8) 
 
2060 Aric Dacia fights against Toyo Harada with the Harbinger Resistance to protect the New York Free Zone. 
  (Timewalker #6) 
 
 Chan writes in his journal and reflects on his youth in Los Angeles and his time spent with the Visitor. 
  (Conjecture: The mid-twenty-first century.)(The Visitor #13) 
 
2062 Gayle Nordhiem begins suffering from depression. 
  (Deathmate Prologue) 
 

Timewalker #6 – “Harbinger Against Harbinger” 
Having arrived from the year 1923, Ivar the Timewalker finds himself in Los Angeles in the middle of a battle 
between Harada’s Harbinger forces and the Harbinger Resistance.  Ivar travels to Ladakh and finds Faith Herbert.  
He hopes that she can stop the fighting.  

 
Harada, searching for immortality, sets his sights on finding the XO armor.  Aric, fearing that it will end up in the 
wrong hands, sends the armor into space.  Harada is enraged and attacks Aric.  They both strike lethal blows, but 
just before Harada dies he transfers his mind into Aric’s wife. 

  (Rai #0)(Timewalker #6) 
 

Faith Herbert steps forward to lead the resistance against the Harbinger Foundation during the Harbinger Wars. 
  (Rai #0)(Timewalker #6) 
 

Faith launches an attack against Harada’s forces.  Edward T. Sedgewick fights in the battle with the resistance. 
  (Timewalker #6) 
 

Edward T. Sedgewick is killed in the attack against Harada led by Faith.  Ivar, Phase and Lucinda survive and bring 
Ivar to a time arc in Chicago.  Ivar travels to the year 2443. 

  (Timewalker #7) 
 

Deathmate Prologue – “Chapter 1, A Love to End All Time” 
July 10 - Gayle, whose life has been prolonged by Solar’s powers, asks him to kill her.  He does, but is so 
overcome with grief that a part of him splits off into another being and disappears into unreality.  There he 
meets Void and the two merge their energies and create the Deathmate universe. 

  (Editor’s Note: See Deathmate Appendix for more details.) 
 
 Deathmate Epilogue – “Armageddon Interruptus” 

July 10 – Solar and Union, from the Deathmate Universe, foil Master Darque’s plans to let the Deathmate 
Universe be created again. 

 
2063 In an alternate timeline where the world is devasted by the Harbinger Wars, Peter Stanchek escapes from the 

prison that Toyo Harada put him in. 
  (Editor’s Note: The caption says 2042, but in Timewalker #8 it’s 2063.)(The Visitor #13) 
 

 



Having arrived from the year 2056, Ivar the Timewalker sees a world devastated by the Harbinger Wars.  He 
vows to change history, feeling that his pleas for Faith not act are the reason things went so badly.  He finds the 
Peter Stanchek of this timeline.  The two catch a time arc to the year 2056. 

  (Timewalker #8) 
 
2087 July 8 – Erica Pierce tells her son about the nuclear accident that caused her powers and how she wants to bring 

unity to the timelines that Solar affected. 
  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
2343 Timewalker #7 – “The Harbinger Wars, Part 2” 

Having arrived from the year 2062, Ivar the Timewalker arrives in Las Vegas.  He joins up with a group of 
H.A.R.D. Corps members fighting against harbingers.  Ivar joins them on mission to free human slaves and is 
attacked by a descendant of Peter Stanchek. 

(Editor’s Note: This issue refers to these events taking place in 2443, but the next issue refers to them 
taking place in 2343 twice.) 

 
 Ivar escapes from Captain Stanchek.  He catches a time arc to the year 2056. 
  (Timewalker #8) 
 
2426 Several hundred people die at a mining colony called Hellacia on Callisto. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter & Nexus #1) 
 
2435 A famine in North America wipes out all the cattle. 
  (Conjecture: Psycho says there “haven’t been cattle around for years.”)(Timewalker #7) 
 
2500 The Island of Japan becomes one vast circutboard. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #6)  
 
2540 Timewalker #15 – “We Who Are About To Die!” 

March 2 – Having arrived from March 12, 2540, Ivar the Timewalker begins solving the murder of Ethan Usher 
which takes place on March 7, 2540. 

 
March 5 – Ivar meets Maria Llantos, a suspect in the future murder of Ethan Usher.  She assures him that she 
isn’t planning to kill Usher.  Ivar falls in love with her. 

 
March 7 – Usher hires men to kill Llantos.  When Ivar confronts Usher he kills him.  He catches a time arc just 
as… 

 
March 7 – Having just come out of a time arc, Ivar the Timewalker finds the murdered body of Ethan Usher.  He 
is arrested for the murder. 

 
 March 12 – Ivar represents himself in trial by combat.  He catches a time arc that brings him to March 2, 2540. 
 
2550 A group called the Rupps comes to power and they create many battle bots.  History will compare them to the 

Nazi’s. 
(Conjecture: Arkon refers to this group having existed in the “26th century.”)(Magnus Robot Fighter & 
Nexus #1) 

 
2596 June 16 – In Nexus’ timeline Arkon gains power after he murders all the miners at Hellacia. 

(Editor’s Note: Nexus is a character created by Mike Baron and Steve Rude and was published by First 
Comics and Dark Horse Comics.)(Magnus Robot Fighter & Nexus #2) 

 



2900 The islands of Japan become one vast continuous structure.  One central computer takes control of air, food, 
water, lights and waste. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #6)(Rai #0) 
 

Timewalker #8 – “The Harbinger Wars, Conclusion!”  
February - Having arrived from the year 2056, Ivar the Timewalker and the alternate reality Peter Stanchek 
arrive at the Harbinger Resistance Headquarters. 

  (Editor’s Note: Caption says 2990, but Rai #0 says 2900.) 
 

The Harbinger Wars come to a head.  Yuri, the Geomancer and John Stanchek, the leader of the resistance 
discuss strategy.  In the final battle John Stanchek forces his way into Harada’s mind, killing Harada.  In Harada’s 
body, Stanchek dismantles the Harbinger’s military and the war ends. 

  (Rai #0)(Timewalker #8) 
 
 Those left in the H.A.R.D. Corps leave Earth. 
  (Rai #0)   
 
2929 Elya returns from the Lost Land after the events of Unity.  She meets a man named Anthor and begins to have a 

family. 
  (Shadowman #22) 
 
2937 Having arrived from 1895, Shadowman, who is travelling though time for Master Darque, arrives in New 

Orleans.  He is reunited with Elya, who is married, has two children and is pregnant.  New Orleans is under 
attack from a man named Blister, a criminal who models himself after Shadowman.  Blister and Shadowman 
fight, but Shadowman is sucked into a time portal. 

  (Shadowman #22) 
 

Shadowman returns and finishes his fight with Blister.  Elya has her baby and names her Jackinta.  Shadowman 
says goodbye to Elya and leaves through a time portal.  Blister follows. 

  (Shadowman #23) 
 
3002 June 11 – Gilad and the Geomancer overhear Albert in a bar talking about how his mother is going to kill Solar.  

Erica chastises Albert for being at a bar and drinking.  She fears that they’ll be found out.  Albert tells his mother 
that he’s lonely.  Erica begins to have a sexual relationship with Albert. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
 Solar disappears. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #6)(Rai mini-series #3) 
 
3007 Solar, Man of the Atom #35 – “Genocide, The Conclusion” 
 The destroyer finds a large number of Spider Aliens in the Tao Ceti star system and destroys them. 

(Editor’s Note: Date assumes that the Destroyer spent the same amount of time finding the Spider Aliens 
as it did for him to return to Earth.) 

 
3010 After the Corporate Wars, South America is plunged into civil war. 
  (Conjecture: Timbuc says “for almost the past millennium.”)(Rai and the Future Force #14) 
 
3101 Mono-molecular blade weapons are banned on Earth. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #5) 
 
3050 The central computer that governs Japan becomes self-aware.  The computer is known as Grandmother. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #6)(Rai #0) 
 



3092 Boaz is born among the H.A.R.D. Corps out in space. 
  (Psi-Lords #3) 
 
3152 Boaz is injected with Molmachs, molecular machines that reverse the aging process and give him powers.  He 

becomes a Starwatcher, later known as Psi-Lords. 
  (Psi-Lords #3)   
 
3155 A group of Psi-Lords lead by Ravenrok goes to a planet in the Arcturus system that has a Spider Alien colony on 

it.  The Psi-Lords exterminate the Spider Aliens there. 
  (Psi-Lords #3) 
 
3156 The Psi-Lords transform the Spider Alien colony and declares it their new homeworld. 
  (Psi-Lords #3) 
 
3197 A group known as the Anti-Grannies forms in Japan.  Grandmother creates Rai, a warrior, whose immense 

power is passed down from generation to generation.  Rai is made in the image of Bloodshot and serves as 
Grandmother’s protector.  The first Rai is a bureaucrat named Shiro Yagami. 

  (Rai #0)(Secrets of the Valiant Universe #3) 
 
3216 Secrets of the Valiant Universe #3 – “Torn Between Two Mothers” 

August 16 – Yagami, the first Rai, is killed by Anti-Grannies.  Grandmother recruits Sho Sugino, an outcast, to 
become the second Rai. 

 
 August 21 – Sho Sugino, the new Rai begins his campaign against the Anti-Grannies. 
  (Conjecture: The caption said “some days later.”) 
 
3217 August - Sho Sugino, the Second Rai, rescues the Blood of Heroes from the Anti-Grannies in the Lost Land.  The 

Blood of Heroes is stored deep within the substructure of Japan.  Grandmother leaves Sho Sugino in the Lost 
Land and picks a new Rai, a man from the house of Nakadai. 

  (Rai #0)(Secrets of the Valiant Universe #3) 
 
3420 Among the Psi-Lords, Aesha questions Graal’s command methods, saying that he thinks too much with his fists. 
  (Psi-Lords #8) 
 
3450 Gilad rides Skycrocs in the Magellenic Cloud Worldcluster. 
  (Conjecture: Says he did it “back in the thirty-fifth century.”)(Eternal Warrior #2) 
 
 Plantation Pods begin being constructed. 
  (Conjecture: Sometime in the thirty-fifth century.)(Rai and the Future Force #18) 
 
3498 Erica Pierce creates the Haven in San-Gabriel, a place to help her bring unity to the chaos of existence. 
  (Conjecture: Created “over five hundred years” ago.)(Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
3508 Ravenrok declares himself the ruler of a Psi-Lord colony.  A group of Psi-Lords are sent to stop him.  The battle is 

fierce and costs many lives.  Ravenrok escapes. 
  (Psi-Lords #3) 
 
3509 In fear of having another incident like the one with Ravenrok, the Psi-Lords’ powers are split up among members 

in order to foster teamwork. 
  (Psi-Lords #3) 
 
3588 The Jovian Republic declares independence. 
  (Psi-Lords #4) 



 
3591 Humans living on Mars revolt against Earth.  The incident is called the Martian uprising. 

1A is manufactured.  1A is the first robot tech officer in the solar fleet.  1A serves aboard the Cruiser Ottawa 
under Captain Greer. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1)(Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error) 
 

The rebel fleet attacks the Ottawa over Syrtis Major.  1A becomes damaged and then gains free will.  Captain 
Greer is killed by another robot that also malfunctions.  The ship is destroyed.   1A escapes. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 
3595 1A’s escape pod reaches Earth.   
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 

1A reports in to its superiors.  Amazed that he has become a freewill they begin to study it.  Eventually they try 
to replicate freewill into another robot: L7.  L7 attacks humans fearing for its life.  1A stops L7. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error) 
 

1A begins construction on an underwater home.   
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1)(Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error) 
 
 1A also builds special robot armor so that it can become the first robot fighter. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error) 
 
3610 The number of robots servicing North Am approaches 15 billion. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 
3620 Spider Aliens set up an underground colony on Titan, Saturn’s largest moon. 
  (Psi-Lords #1) 
 
 The Jovian Wars come to an end. 
  (Psi-Lords #4) 
 
 Armstrong is arrested in the Sahara Sector for public drunkenness and inciting a riot. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #43) 
 
3688 Gilad is arrested and psychoprobed.  He disappears. 

(Magnus Robot Fighter #15)(Conjecture: It makes sense if the psycho-probbing coincided with his 
disappearance, which we know the date of.)(Magnus Robot Fighter # 43) 

 
3700 H8 the chief of the Pol-Robs is exposed to radiation after an atomic accident.  This incident makes it freewill. 
  (Conjecture: Happened “centuries ago.”)(Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 

Trash on the lower levels of North Am begins to pile up, leaving a perfect breeding ground for anti-social people 
and criminals, also known as the Gophs. 

  (Conjecture: Happened “centuries” ago.)(Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #4) 
 
 Predators, an alien species that hunts other species, begin coming to Earth to hunt. 

(Conjecture: Card says “Predators have been coming to Earth for centuries.”)(Predator versus Magnus 
Robot Fighter #2) 

 
3720 Armstrong is reported to be seen at a hard-labor mining colony on a Uranus moon. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #43) 
 



3771 The Cyberite Rebellion takes place.  Shinobi Nakadai, the 29th Rai, fights alongside Gilad Anni-Padda.  After Gilad 
saves Shinobi’s life, Shinobi gives Gilad a dagger to show his gratitude. 

(Conjecture: The average number of years that a Rai seves is just a little over 19 years, so the 29th Rai 
would be active around this time.)(Rai #6) 

 
3870 The mining colony on Phoebe halts operations. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #43) 
 
3902 December 19 - Rentaro becomes the 41st Rai, and begins contemplating sunrises. 
  (Editor’s Note: 35,890 days from March 24, 4001.)(Rai mini-series #1) 
 
3905 Weather Control is now able to stop typhoons. 
  (Conjecture: The last typhoon took place “almost a century” ago.)(Rai and the Future Force #13) 
 
3941 1A, in an attempt to create the perfect robot fighter, begins conducting genetic experiments on humans.  The 

experiments fail and the super-humans are driven insane.  1A, instead of killing them, sends them to an asylum 
on Phobos to live out the remainder of their days. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error)(Magnus Robot Fighter #13) 
 
3975 April 10 – Baby Magnus is transported from the Lost Land after the events in Unity.  Solar brings him to 1A, who 

raises him. 
  (Unity #1)(Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 

August 5 - 1A stops trying to genetically alter humans to become robot fighters after all its test subjects have 
been driven insane.  1A creates an asylum on Phobos for the failed test subjects. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #13) 
 
3976 Rentaro, the 41st Rai, sires Tohru. 
  (Conjecture: assumes Tohru is 25 in 4001.)(Rai mini-series #1) 
 
 Zeremiah Clane and Palo Herdez become friends. 
  (Conjecture: Happened “many, many years” ago.)(Rai and the Future Force #14) 
 
3980 Magnus asks 1A whether fighting robots is right or wrong. 
  (Conjecture: Assumes he’s five in the flashback.)(Magnus Robot Fighter #57) 
 
3984 Ronal, a member of the Haven in San-Gabriel, has his confirmation ceremony. 
  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
3988 Erica Pierce discovers the Lost Land, a perfect base of operations from which to launch Unity. 
  (Unity #1) 
 

April 2 – Ana Kawainui, the Geomancer, finds Rokland Tate and begins training him to be her successor. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #15) 
  

April 4 – On walkabout, Ana and Rokland come across San-Gabriel.  Inside Erica Pierce watches potential 
adversaries on her monitors. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #15) 
 
3989 January 17 – Danae del Sol is born in the Ottawa Sector. 
  (Editor’s Note:  Psi-Lords #1 places this event in 3987.)(Magnus Robot Fighter #38) 
 
 



3992 Magnus Robot Fighter #20 – “Hit or Kiss” 
March 21 – Magnus’ progress in his training to become a robot fighter has halted.  1A discuses options with 
Grandmother and she suggests giving him a break.  1A takes Magnus to Mars.  There Magnus rescues the 
governor’s daughter from freewill robots.  Upon Magnus’ return his training is greatly improved. 

 
Xyrkol, a scientist of electronics leaves Earth and is presumed dead. 

  (Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #2) 
 

Xyrkol, who is not actually dead, begins making plans to conquer Earth.  Xyrkol builds a fortress with a huge 
power source in sub-space. 

(Conjecture: Xyrkol says he built it “years ago.”  It makes sense that it corresponds with his 
disappearance.) (Magnus Robot Fighter #10)(Magnus Robot Fighter #11) 

 
3993 Magnus confesses to 1A that it’s hard to tell the difference between his father and other robots. 
  (Conjecture: Assumes he’s 18 in the flashback.)(Magnus Robot Fighter #57) 
 
3995 Doctor Lazlo Noel begins a plan to kidnap prominent members of society, travel with them to a new world 
 without robots and start humanity over again. 
  (Conjecture: He had been planning this for “years.”)(Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #3) 
 
 Makiko Minashi begins training with the Healer underground in Japan. 
  (Conjecture: She says she’s been training “for years.”)(Rai #3) 
 
3997 Pert Doner, a young girl, is injured in an accident that kills her parents.  Her recovery is not easy.  In an attempt 
 to cheer her up Danae gives Pert one of her neo-animals, a puppy named Sam. 
  (Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #4) 
 
 Erica Pierce’s men build a Speakeasy in her complex.  Smuggling begins. 
  (Unity #1) 
 
3998 A tech-rob at the Great Lakes Power Complex malfunctions and begins causing minute surges in the power 

broadcast to robots.  This is believed to cause a jump in the number of robots becoming freewill. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 
 Pert Doner disappears with Sam, the neo-puppy. 
  (Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #4) 
 
3999 April 10 – Predators, an alien race that hunts others for sport, attacks Terra Mining Colony NA-662.  An XO 

manowar helmet is found aboard the Predator’s vessel. 
  (Predator versus Magnus Robot Fighter #1) 
 

December 31 – Kath Callahan becomes the final person allowed into the Haven at San-Gabriel. 
  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 
4000 January 10 – Kath Callahan begins basic instruction at the Haven. 
  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 
 

Albert discovers the Speakeasy. 
  (Unity #1) 
 

 
 
 



Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #1 – “Magnus, Robot Fighter” 
August 5 - Magnus arrives in North Am to save mankind from freewill robots.  He rescues Leeja Clane from pol-
robs that are being controlled by H8, the chief of the pol-robs.  Magnus defeats H8. 

  (Editor’s Note: Originally published by Gold Key.) 
 

Magnus Robot Fighter Yearbook #1 – “Past Imperfect” 
August – After the incident with H8 a senate investigation begins regarding human’s over-dependence on 
robots.  Senator Clane agrees with Magnus that humans are too dependent on robots.  Ivan Boesker, the owner 
of Futuretech, views Clane as an enemy and sets him up with a robot that looks human in an attempt to 
discredit him.  Magnus stops Boesker and his robots. 

 
The Original Magnus Robot Fighter #1 – “Operation Disguise” 
Mekman, a man who desires to be a robot, tries to destroy humanity by taking over North Am.  He creates robot 
doubles of Magnus and the North Am senate.  Magnus stops him. 

(Editor’s Note: Originally published by Gold Key.) 
 

Psycho-Probing, a form of brainwashing criminals in North Am, is on the rise.  People who have been psycho-
probed begin working in the Psycho-Probing Center. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #19) 
 

Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #2 – “Giant from Planet X” 
A giant robot lands on Earth and starts destroying North-Am.  Magnus learns that Xyrkol, a mad scientist 
presumed dead, created the robot.  Magnus goes to his secret lair on Planet X and defeats Xyrkol.  He then 
returns to Earth and stops the giant robot. 

(Editor’s Note: Originally published by Gold Key.) 
 

During the battle with the giant robot a woman loses her husband.  She blames Magnus but Magnus tells her 
that he can’t bear that burden. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #26) 
 

Magnus battles T-1, a think-rob that became freewill after being struck by lightning. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #1)(Magnus Robot Fighter #4)(Magnus Robot Fighter #0) 
 
 Magnus saves a research colony deep in the Earth from Talpa, a rogue robot. 
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #15)(Magnus Robot Fighter #17) 
 

Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #3 – “The Evil Ark of Doctor Noel” 
Doctor Lazlo Noel begins kidnapping prominent members of North Am’s society.  He plans to rebuild humanity 
on a distant world, free of robots.  Magnus stops him. 

(Editor’s Note: Originally published by Gold Key.) 
 

October 23 – Kath Callahan has her confirmation ceremony in the Haven at San-Gabriel. 
(Solar, Man of the Atom #12) (Editor’s note: Magnus had 26 Gold Key adventures in 4000.  Assuming 
they took place 5.5 days apart from each other, October 23rd would take place between issue #14 and 
#15.) 

 
Vintage Magnus Robot Fighter #4 – “Cloud-Cloddie, Go Home!” 
Magnus and Leeja find the missing Pert Doner in the Goph levels.  After a little convincing, and a battle with 
Goph’s, she agrees to return to the higher levels. 

(Editor’s Note: Originally published by Gold Key.) 
 

Aliens from Sirius attack Earth with mini-robs.  Magnus is able to stop the invasion. 
  (Psi-Lords #6) 



 
Xyrkol is imprisoned in the asylum on Phobos. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes he is imprisoned after the Gold Key stories.)(Magnus Robot Fighter #14) 
 

Magnus, on the run from the law, needs 1A’s assistance to change his physical appearance.  
  (Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – Trial and Error) 
 
 Xyrkol escapes imprisonment from the asylum on Phobos. 
  (Conjecture – It happened “way back.”)(Magnus Robot Fighter #14) 
 

Malev-6 kidnaps a large number of people from North Am in order to use their brainwave patterns to power 
their machines.  With the help of Dr. Noel, who can tap into ectotheric energies, Magnus is able to destroy the 
robot planet of Malev-6.  However, a piece of Malev-6 survives and hitches a ride back to Earth with the rescued 
hostages. 

  (Magnus Robot Fighter #21)(Magnus Robot Fighter #26) 
 
 Magnus and Leeja visit and experimental gravitational station in San Alto, South Am. 
  (Rai and the Future Force #14) 
 
 Magnus Robot Fighter & Nexus #1 – “The Gift Horse” 

A man named Arkon arrives in North Am.  He claims to be from the future and that he can cure the Goph level of 
disease and famine.  The senate of North Am gives him access to their robots.  Magnus is suspicious of Arkon.  
Nexus, an enemy of Arkon arrives in North Am and Arkon tries to destroy him.  Arkon’s ship turns into a giant 
robot. 

 
 Magnus Robot Fighter & Nexus #2 – “The Gift Horse, Part 2” 
 With the help of Magnus, Nexus is able to defeat Arkon.  Nexus returns to his reality. 
 


